Jeep cherokee coil pack

A bad oil pack can make your Cherokee almost un-drivable. Coil Packs take the place of the
distributor and coil in older vehicles. The symptoms of bad coil packs are almost the same as
bad spark plugs. If you do need to replace them all, they can be somewhat pricey. It is possible
to isolate which coil pack is bad by using a multimeter. This can save you a lot of money over
just replacing the whole set at one time. There are a lot of potential symptoms related to bad
coil packs in your Cherokee. We always recommend using an OBDII scanner to pull your trouble
codes if the service engine soon light is on. It can really narrow your search down. The check
engine light is one of the most common symptoms of bad Coil Packs. More often than not, your
engines computer will be able to detect bad Coil Packs in your Cherokee. If acceleration has
diminished, it should be felt. The less cylinders that your engine has, the more that one cylinder
not firing properly will have an effect on engine performance. The less efficient the combustion
of your engine, the more fuel is going to be wasted. This leads to a decrease in fuel economy.
When you take your vehicle in for a tune up due to decreased fuel economy, checking the
ignition system in general including the coil packs is going to be one of the very first places that
a mechanic is going to look at. Misfiring is the most common symptom of bad Coil Packs.
Anything else that you may feel is a result of the misfiring itself. The real question is, what is
causing the misfire? There are also non ignition related circumstances that can cause a misfire.
That would include lack of fuel pressure, bad fuel injectors, or even a timing chain or belt that
has jumped. Since there are so many reasons that a vehicle can misfire, we recommend testing
for trouble codes first. When a Spark Plug is misfiring, it is often most pronounced at idle
speed. This is because when the engine turns slower, it is easier to detect. Be aware that almost
all symptoms of a bad coil pack in your Cherokee could also be other issues with the ignition
system as well. Good luck diagnosing the problem! Feel free to leave a comment below if there
is anything that you would like to add. There are several misfire related trouble codes. A random
misfire means is that a misfire is detected, but the ECM is not able to determine which one it is
coming from, or the misfire is occurring randomly. For example, P is for a misfire in cylinder 4 in
the firing order. This makes diagnosing the misfire a bit more straightforward. There are other
misfire related codes as well. Fuel Economy The less efficient the combustion of your engine,
the more fuel is going to be wasted. Misfire Misfiring is the most common symptom of bad Coil
Packs. Rough Idling When a Spark Plug is misfiring, it is often most pronounced at idle speed.
Jeep Ignition Coil test is one of those test you really need to know. It can save you lots of
headache and money knowing how to do it. You don't need any fancy tools to test a Jeep
ignition coil. All you need is a simple multi-meter and a volt test light. So, with those two simple
tools and about 15 minutes can answer a few vital diagnostic questions for your ailing Wrangler
or Cherokee. At the bottom of the page is a YouTube vid explaining how to test the ignition coil
and associated harness plug. First of all, where is the ignition coil located? If you own a TJ
Wranglers after '97 or other Jeep with the coil-on-plug configuration there will be no coil or plug
wires coming from the passenger side of the engine block. First of all make sure you have no
engine codes stuck in the ECM. Go to the Check Engine Codes page to see how to get the
codes and a list of the codes. Click here to get to the article. After locating the Jeep ignition coil,
first thing I would do is to test spark coming from the plug wire post. So, to test for spark. Have
your Jeep in neutral or park if it's an automatic. Pull the coil wire from the distributor and put an
extra spark plug in the end you removed from the distributor. Ground the spark plug and have
someone turn the key over like they are starting the engine. There is a high chance for getting a
hard electrical shock, trust me If you got a nice blue spark as you turn the engine over, no need
to investigate farther. If the spark is orange or some similar color. Either the coil is weak and is
going bad or you do not have proper voltage going into the coil. If you have a weak spark
coming from the spark plug, lets check the ignition input voltage first. On the plug there is a
green and a white wire. The White wire is a 12 volt constant. Test for voltage at the white wire.
There should be at least 12 volts reading here. If there is not, you either have PCM or wiring
harness issues. Now, testing the Signal or green wire. This wire comes from your PCM so your
coil knows when to shoot the mega voltage to the distributor then to the spark plugs. Use a
small bare wire to back prob the plug at the green wire location. Insert the wire into the back of
the plug until it bottoms out. This should give you electrical contact with the metal contact that
connects to the ignition coil. Don't use a multi-meter on this. It will just drive you and the meter
crazy. Get a cheap 12 volt test light to make contact to the bare wire stuck in the back of the coil
wiring harness plug. Turn the engine over like you are starting it. The test light should pulse for
each time the PCM sends signal. It will be rather fast like a strobe light. If there is no electrical
pulse ie test light flash , double check that the wire has not lost contact with the inside of the
plug. I'd test the Cam Position and Crank position Sensors first because typically one of the two
will be the issue. Remove the coil from the bracket by removing the two 10mm bolts. Having the
ability to move the coil around to access the posts will make testing so much easier. Place the

leads across the post where the wiring harness plug snaps onto the coil. You should get a
measurement between. This can vary a little but too much. If its way out, replace the coil. Place
one lead on the post where the spark plug wire goes. Touch one of the small pins where the
wiring harness plugs in with the other meter lead. Then the other small pin. You should get a
reading between Again this may vary by a little.. If your reading are way out from that, replace
the coil. If your ignition coil test bad you can replace it with either a factory stock replacement
from an auto parts store. Or, if you would like better performance and more fuel mileage use a
high performance replacement like this MSD ignition coil. True, performance coils do cost more
upfront. The money saved with better fuel mileage will pay you back for the added expense of
the upgraded coil. Here is a link to a multimeter very similar to the one I use the most. It's
simple but does great at most jobs that I need to do. If my YouTube videos and website has
helped you. Please help supprt FixJeeps. I get a small commision that cost you not a penny
more. It helps support the site and more educational projects for you to see. Copyright - All
rights reserved. Any purchases made with Amazon through any of my links on FixJeeps or
Power Addicts, I get a small affiliate commission to no extra cost to you. Thanks for your
support The coil in this article will be the one for the YJ, XJ style ignition systems. Really Cool
Apparel. Home page Top of page About me. Copyright - Not seeing a Scroll to Top Button? Go
to our FAQ page for more info. All rights reserved FixJeeps. Home page. About me. A bad oil
pack can make your Grand Cherokee almost un-drivable. Coil Packs take the place of the
distributor and coil in older vehicles. The symptoms of bad coil packs are almost the same as
bad spark plugs. If you do need to replace them all, they can be somewhat pricey. It is possible
to isolate which coil pack is bad by using a multimeter. This can save you a lot of money over
just replacing the whole set at one time. There are a lot of potential symptoms related to bad
coil packs in your Grand Cherokee. We always recommend using an OBDII scanner to pull your
trouble codes if the service engine soon light is on. It can really narrow your search down. The
check engine light is one of the most common symptoms of bad Coil Packs. More often than
not, your engines computer will be able to detect bad Coil Packs in your Grand Cherokee. If
acceleration has diminished, it should be felt. The less cylinders that your engine has, the more
that one cylinder not firing properly will have an effect on engine performance. The less efficient
the combustion of your engine, the more fuel is going to be wasted. This leads to a decrease in
fuel economy. When you take your vehicle in for a tune up due to decreased fuel economy,
checking the ignition system in general including the coil packs is going to be one of the very
first places that a mechanic is going to look at. Misfiring is the most common symptom of bad
Coil Packs. Anything else that you may feel is a result of the misfiring itself. The real question
is, what is causing the misfire? There are also non ignition related circumstances that can
cause a misfire. That would include lack of fuel pressure, bad fuel injectors, or even a timing
chain or belt that has jumped. Since there are so many reasons that a vehicle can misfire, we
recommend testing for trouble codes first. When a Spark Plug is misfiring, it is often most
pronounced at idle speed. This is because when the engine turns slower, it is easier to detect.
Be aware that almost all symptoms of a bad coil pack in your Grand Cherokee could also be
other issues with the ignition system as well. Good luck diagnosing the problem! Feel free to
leave a comment below if there is anything that you would like to add. There are several misfire
related trouble codes. A random misfire means is that a misfire is detected, but the ECM is not
able to determine which one it is coming from, or the misfire is occurring randomly. For
example, P is for a misfire in cylinder 4 in the firing order. This makes diagnosing the misfire a
bit more straightforward. There are other misfire related codes as well. Fuel Economy The less
efficient the combustion of your engine, the more fuel is going to be wasted. Misfire Misfiring is
the most common symptom of bad Coil Packs. Rough Idling When a Spark Plug is misfiring, it
is often most pronounced at idle speed. It will deliver more energy and a hotter spark across the
entire engine RPM range when compared to the factory coil pack. What's this mean for you?
More horsepower! The spark plug receives more needed energy that will result in a more
complete burn inside the combustion chamber, yielding more power, better gas mileage and a
better throttle response with every revolution. On average a net wheel HP gain of horsepower
can achieved with this one modification. Supercharged or naturally aspirated, the coil packs can
be used in either variation! Direct Bolt On Installation - Simply remove and replace. Heavy duty
primary core winding. Higher quality Iron core with stronger laminations. Increased amount of
secondary core windings. Heavy Duty, high-temperature, epoxy filled housing resists shock and
vibration. Our dielectric compound completely penetrates coil windings assuring perfect
insulation even upon exposure to high voltage conditions. Engineered to resist humidity, wear,
vibration, impact and chemicals such as gasoline, oils and brake fluids. Will not degrade or
crack even under severe thermal cycling. Spark Plug Wire features: When shopping for a
replacement spark plug wire you want the best you can buy. But with the 4. The internal wire

needs to have less resistance to carry more voltage to the spark plug to increase spark
capacity. This will result in a much better burn quality when you really need it. The internal
shielding needs to be high quality to avoid interference with on-board electronics. The outer
shielding needs to be high quality and have a high heat resistance to carry the voltage. RIPP
ignition wires use very high quality silicone boots and coatings that resist heat. OEM Mopar
wires use graphite fibers as a conductor, these are loaded with resistance, resulting in major
energy loss. RIPP wires use a spiral wound, heavy duty, steel core conductor. With minimal
resistance they deliver maximum amount of power from your coil pack to spark plugs. Lowers
ignition system voltage requirements Greater ignitability and performance over conventional
spark plugs Trivalent Metal Plating has superior anti-corrosion and anti-seizing properties
Increased fuel economy and lower emissions Highly durable against electrical and chemical
wear Good performance spark plug. Chrysler Dodge Ram Toyota. Products By Category Expand
menu Collapse menu. Add to Cart. Welcome back 4. This listing is for part or sub-assembly
number given below only. Also review the notes section in the compatibility chart for additional
specifications about this part. An ignition coil is essentially a wire-based transformer. The
simplest ones are made out of 2 coils of wire around an iron core. When the magnetic field gets
cut off, it creates an electrical current between the inner and outer coils. This bumps the 12
volts from the battery into 50, volts. For example, if your engine starts misfiring, losing power,
or idling roughly, that can be the sign of a bad spark plug,. But those signs could also point to a
faulty ignition coil. A check engine light can also point to either, as can difficulty starting the
engine. Later , though, replaced the distributor with a coil pack and multiple coils. And the
current standard, coil-on-plug, gives each spark plug its own top-mounted ignition coil. Be
aware of the following issues. Stalling and Misfiring. When the ignition coil is failing or
experiencing problems, it often leads to pistons misfiring or simply not firing at all, as the
charge is not delivered to ignite the petrol. In the worst case scenario this can lead to the car
shutting down altogether, and stalling when you put your foot down on the gas. If your car has
only one ignition coil, then it may prevent the car from starting. If the battery is properly
charged and all you seem to get when you try to turn the key or hit the button is a clicking
sound, then you could be looking at a problematic ignition coil. If the spark plugs are not
receiving the charge they need â€” then the engine will fail to fire up properly. Less Miles to the
Gallon. If your engine is not burning fuel properly, the engine will need more fuel to do the same
amount of work, leading to decreased fuel efficiency. Additionally, when your ignition coil
malfunctions, it can also create disparities in the oxygen sensor, sending the engine more fuel
than is actually required. Check Engine Light Illuminated on the Dash. In such a situation, you
have a couple of choices. Codes P to P indicate a misfiring, which could be the result of an
ignition coil problem, whilst codes P to P are reserved on all systems to indicate ignition coil
issues. As we mentioned with the fuel economy problem, a faulty ignition coil will often lead to
unspent fuel entering into the exhaust system. Whether or not this is caused by an ignition coil
problem, you should always get the issue investigated. Oil Leak. The huge amounts of current
and charge being transformed inside the ignition coil lead to heat dissipation. When the part is
functioning normally, the oil usually helps get rid of this thermal energy. Bad Spark Plugs. If you
find that your spark plugs are faulty or worn out, then they can often draw more charge than is
normally expected from the engine. This can often put too much strain on the ignition coil,
damaging it over time. Take the following precautions to keep your coil working properly and
effectively:. We only accept payment through PayPal. All of our brand new items come with a
Days money-back guarantee. Any question, please contact us by email on working days. Skip to
main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add
to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if
this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the
item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in
new window or tab. Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information
Condition:. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not update immediately.
Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Does not ship to Ukraine See details.
Item location:. Ontario, California, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and
import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More -

opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc.
Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were
unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this.
Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A
quantity of 2 is recommended. Advanced thermoplastic coil connector ensures proper
connection and resists fractures caused by heat and thermal cycling. High-impact housing
material ensures superior bond to epoxy for longer life in all operating conditions. High quality
Primary and Secondary copper wire ensure high-voltage availability for peak performance while
reinforced bobbins prevent voltage flashover for extended service life. Copper wires using
higher insulation grade ensure heat resistance and prevent high voltage breakdown. Less Miles
to the Gallon If your engine is not burning fuel properly, the engine will need more fuel to do the
same amount of work, leading to decreased fuel efficiency. Backfiring As we mentioned with the
fuel economy problem, a faulty ignition coil will often lead to unspent fuel entering into the
exhaust system. Oil Leak The huge amounts of current and charge being transformed inside the
ignition coil lead to heat dissipation. Bad Spark Plugs If you find that your spark plugs are faulty
or worn out, then they can often draw more charge than is normally expected from the engine.
Keep the plugs in good order to prevent this from happening. These can often give an early sign
of problems as they will appear toasted if there has been a current drain problem. USD All rights
reserved. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine.
Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location.
Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States.
No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping
Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There
are 20 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to Select a valid country. Please
enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to Ukraine. Domestic handling
time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details.
Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image
not available Photos not available for this variation. Best Sales Newly Listed. For more
information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Jeep Ignition Coil. Refine by:. Ignition Coil part. See All. Recommended Use. Product
Fit. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Shop Jeep Ignition Coil. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display
item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Page 1 of 13
Showing 1 - 15 of results. Jeep Ignition Coil Models. Jeep Cherokee Ignition Coil. Jeep CJ3
Ignition Coil. Jeep CJ5 Ignition Coil. Jeep CJ6 Ignition Coil. Jeep CJ7 Ignition Coil. Jeep
Comanche Ignition Coil. Jeep Commander Ignition Coil. Jeep Commando Ignition Coil. Jeep
Compass Ignition Coil. Jeep Dispatcher Ignition Coil. Jeep DJ3 Ignition Coil. Jeep DJ5 Ignition
Coil. Jeep DJ6 Ignition Coil. Jeep F Ignition Coil. Jeep F4 Ignition Coil. Jeep FA Ignition Coil.
Jeep FC Ignition Coil. Jeep Gladiator Ignition Coil. Jeep Grand Cherokee Ignition Coil. Jeep
Grand Wagoneer Ignition Coil. Jeep J Ignition Coil. Jeep J10 Ignition Coil. Jeep J20 Ignition Coil.
Jeep Jeepster Ignition Coil. Jeep Liberty Ignition Coil. Jeep Patriot Ignition Coil. Je
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electrical panel wiring diagram
ep Renegade Ignition Coil. Jeep Scrambler Ignition Coil. Jeep Tornado Ignition Coil. Jeep Truck
Ignition Coil. Jeep Universal Ignition Coil. Jeep Universal Truck Ignition Coil. Jeep Utility
Ignition Coil. Jeep Utility Wagon Ignition Coil. Jeep Wagoneer Ignition Coil. Jeep Ignition Coil
Customer Reviews. Oct 27, It worked perfect and I am well please with the product just not the
time for delivery. Purchased on Oct 06, Sep 13, Good product. They are perfect for my jeep.
Marie Paule Buffetrille. Purchased on Aug 29, Apr 12, I got the part when they said I would. They
were paged good and great shape. Just got a used Jeep Liberty that run pretty rough. I replace
the coils and there were three differ makes of in it. It ran one hundred percent better. David
Gates. Purchased on Mar 29, Helpful Automotive Resources. What Does the P Code. Contact
Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
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